K-2 NAME THAT BOOK TITLES

1. **A Perfect Day** By Lane Smith
2. **After the Fall: How Humpty Dumpty Got Back Up Again** By Dan Santat
3. **The Bad Seed** By Jory John
4. **Blue Sky White Stars** By Sarvinder Naberhaus
5. **Can I Join Your Club?** By John Kelly
6. **Egg** By Kevin Henkes
7. **Frank the Seven-Legged Spider** By Michaele Razi
8. **Giant Pants** By Mark Fearing
9. **Hector the Collector** By Emily Beeny
10. **Her Right Foot** By Dave Eggers
11. **I Am Not a Chair!** By Ross Burach
12. **Islandborn** By Junot Diaz
13. **La Princesa and the Pea** By Susan Middleton Elya
14. **Let the Children March** By Monica Clark Robinson
15. **Little Fox in the Forest** By Stephanie Graegin
16. **Love** By Matt de la Pena and Loren Long
17. **The Lumberjack’s Beard** By Duncan Beedie
18. **My Journey to the Stars** By Scott Kelly
19. **Niko Draws a Feeling** By Bob Raczka
20. **Quiet!** By Kate Alizadeh
21. **The Rabbit Listened** By Cori Doerrfeld
22. **Read! Read! Read!** By Amy Ludwif Vanderwater
23. **Rulers of the Playground** By Joseph Kuefler
24. **There’s a Pest in the Garden!** By Jan Thomas
25. **Triangle** By Mac Barnett
26. **What Will Grow?** By Jennifer Ward
27. **When’s My Birthday?** By Julie Fogliano
29. **Who Wants to Be a Princess? What It Was Really Like to Be a Medieval Princess** By Bridget Heos
30. **Windows** By Julia Denos
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